
The Power of Language 



Goals and Outcomes

● Recognise the power of language that affects ourselves and others

● Develop individual and group commitments to promote change in 
our community



Language definitions - Students to read out language 
definitions 



Terrorist

a person who uses unlawful violence and intimidation, 
especially against civilians, in the pursuit of political aims.



Retard

Retarded is a word to describe someone who is mentally slow. This is a 
medical word that spread to slang, and is today considered very 
insulting and inappropriate.



Bitch/ Hoe/Slag

Ho1 Slag

/həʊ/
nounINFORMAL•DEROGATORY
1. a prostitute.

○ OFFENSIVE
a woman.

bitch definition: 1. a female dog 2. an unkind or unpleasant 
woman: 3. something that causes difficulties or problems, or 
that is unpleasant: .



Paki

Paki" is a racial slur typically used towards people of Pakistani descent, and often 
indiscriminately directed towards people of perceived South Asian descent. The 
slur is used by mainly certain Europeans to refer to Pakistanis, Afghans, Indians, 
Bangladeshis, or anyone resembling Pakistani descent.



Chink

Chink is considered a racist term by Asian people. Chink is 
called to someone who is chinese or similar looking from 
other asian countries. 



Faggot

Faggot definition: 1. a gay man. This word is considered 
offensive when it is used by people who are not gay.



Nigger/Nigga

nigger definition: an extremely offensive word for a black person.

There have been efforts by those of African descent to reclaim the word nigger, 
especially in this form (nigga, and its variants such as niggah), but these efforts 
are controversial, and some people do not believe it is able to be reclaimed, due to 
its fraught history and continued derogatory usage. Usage by non-blacks is almost 
invariably highly offensive.

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/nigger


Terrorist

Paki
Nigga/Nigger

Spaz/retard

Bitch/Hoe/Slag Faggot/Gay

What other “offensive” words can you think of 
that are commonly  used amongst young 

people?

Chink

Task: in  groups - Rank the words most to least offensive. Be 
prepared to give reasons for your decision.



Which of these terms would you define as racist? Why?

Which would you define as slurs - racial , homophobic or 

other? Why?



Discuss - Thinking of this word and others that you 
now know the meaning of………..

• Is this the sort of language that you hear in school and in your 
community?

 

• Where (if anywhere) do you think this language is acceptable?

● Which type of language would you use online as opposed to face to 
face, and why?

 



Why do you think it is important 
we discuss this matter in the 

digital social media era?



https://www.thesun.co.uk/tvandshowbiz/8841872/emmerdales-shila-iqbal-fired-from-role-of-aiesh
a-richards-after-using-the-n-word-in-historic-racist-tweets/

How the use of offensive language can affect your future plans……….

My language and how I use it will impact on my future ...

https://www.thesun.co.uk/tvandshowbiz/8841872/emmerdales-shila-iqbal-fired-from-role-of-aiesha-richards-after-using-the-n-word-in-historic-racist-tweets/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/tvandshowbiz/8841872/emmerdales-shila-iqbal-fired-from-role-of-aiesha-richards-after-using-the-n-word-in-historic-racist-tweets/


Hate Crime



Quick Quiz
Can I see a show of hands if you have an account with the following 

apps

Instagram:

Snapchat:

Tik Tok:



Did you know?



Instagram

You have to be 13 years old for Instagram.



Snapchat

You have to be 13 years old for Snapchat.



TikTok

Tik Tok requires its users to be at least 13. Anyone under the age of 

18 has to have permission from a parent/carer.



Positive Changes 

What could EGA do to address and raise awareness of 
these issues?

What one thing will you do as an individual to actively 
promote the use of more positive language and educate 
others?



Which of these images normalises hate 
language? 



The use of the N word by hip hop artists

One genre that escapes any kind of n-word censorship is music, especially 
gangsta rap and hip hop. Mainstream artists like Kanye West, Beyonce, JayZ  
and Nicki Minaj use the n-word prolifically.

My argument with this is that the word can never be re -appropriated by black artists 
because of the toxic nature of its evolution.

Many  artists who use it are now far removed from the socio-economic, political and 
racial impact of its use because they inhabit a space provided by wealth. By using it 
they act to reinforce the notions of power that are implicit in the word, without taking 
the responsibility for its potency.

What do you think? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsdl39P-iek
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSrTnWDTdwI


Discuss:

• Some words are being used by the people who were once the 
subject of them. Can words be reclaimed from the original user 
and the original intent?

• Have you used some of these words ‘for fun’, to hurt others or to 
attack someone who has attacked you?

• If it is ok for some people to use words towards others, do we send 
mixed messages about the word?

• Do you feel that language is used in a way that can contribute to 
devaluing others? Is it always intentional?

Hate speech laws in England and Wales are found in several 
statutes. Expressions of hatred toward someone on account of that 
person's colour, race, disability, nationality (including citizenship), 
ethnic or national origin, religion, gender identity, or sexual orientation 
is forbidden.



What do you notice about this picture? What message does 
it communicate to you?

What advice would 

you give to the head 

of the police force 

about the use of this 

picture?



6ix9ine - what do you think about these lyrics? Are they ok to 
use? How do they make you feel as a young person?

Lyrics
Niggas iffy, uh, blicky got the stiffy, uh
Got the blicky, uh, drum it holds fifty, uh
(Scum Gang!)

Pop these niggas like a wheelie nigga, you a silly nigga

In the hood with them Billy niggas, and them Hoover niggas

You run up and they shooting niggas, we ain't hooping nigga

No KB, you a loser nigga, up that Uzi nigga

On the stoop, crills in my draws, your girl on my phone

She wanna fuck but keep her clothes on, I only want the jaw

Man that's really all I use her for, I kick her out the door



How about the use of the N word here?
The Story of O.J.
Jay Z

Skin is, skin, is

Skin black, my skin is black

My, black, my skin is yellow

Light nigga, dark nigga, faux nigga, real nigga

Rich nigga, poor nigga, house nigga, field nigga

Still nigga, still nigga

I like that second one

Light nigga, dark nigga, faux nigga, real nigga

Rich nigga, poor nigga, house nigga, field nigga

Still nigga, still nigga

O.J. like, "I'm not black, I'm O.J."

Okay

https://www.google.co.uk/search?safe=strict&q=JAY-Z&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLSz9U3MCwrNzLIWMTK6uUYqRsFAPSWmMgWAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwivmfz3-K7iAhW0unEKHdleBG8QMTAAegQIDRAF


Pledges


